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Abstract
A popular approach for understanding complex systems is a network analytic one: the
system’s entities and their interactions are represented by a graph structure such that
readily available methods suitable for graph structures can be applied. A network
representation of a system enables the analysis of indirect effects: if A has an impact on
B, and B has an impact on C, then, A also has an impact on C. This is often due to some
kind of process flowing through the network, for example, pieces of informations or
viral infections in social systems, passenger flows in transportation systems, or traded
goods in economic systems. We argue that taking into account the actual usage of the
system additionally to the static network representation of the system can yield
interesting insights: first, the network representation and applicable network methods
cannot be chosen independently from the network process of interest (Borgatti 2005;
Dorn et al. 2012; Zweig 2016; Butts 2009). Therefore, focussing on the relevant network
process in an early stage of the research project helps to determine suitable network
representations and methods in order to obtain meaningful results (we call this
approach process-driven network analysis). Second, many network methods assume that
the spreading of some entity follows shortest or random paths. However, we show that
not all flows are well approximated by this. In these cases, incorporating the network
usage creates a real addition of knowledge to the static aggregated network
representation.
Note: This is an extended and revised version of a conference article (Bockholt and
Zweig 2019), published and presented at COMPLEX NETWORKS 2019.
Keywords: Network process, Process models, Network representation, Human
navigation

Introduction
In the past two decades, the interest in complex systems has risen tremendously.
Examples of complex systems include social systems of humans, biological systems of
protein-protein-interactions, or transportation systems as the world-wide air transportation system. A popular and often natural approach for analyzing such systems is using
network analysis (Boccaletti et al. 2006; Brandes et al. 2005) (see also Fig. 1): The interactions in the system are observed, these observations are then used to create a network
representation of the system, i.e., a graph structure. For the network representation of
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from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Fig. 1 Phases of a network analytic project (Figure adopted from (Zweig 2016))

the system, where the nodes represent the actors or entities of the system and the edges
represent the interactions between them, many methods are available, for example for
analyzing the structure of the network, for predicting its future evolution (Liben-Nowell
and Kleinberg 2007), for grouping the nodes into clusters (Girvan and Newman 2002), for
detecting network motifs (Milo 2002), or for finding the most central node (Koschützki et
al. 2005). For the interpretation of the network analytic results, it is assumed that they can
be transferred to the real-world system and conclusions can be drawn for the real-world
system as well (cf. Fig. 1).
Transforming a complex systems into a network is a strong simplification of the system:
a system consisting of actors with possibly different properties interacting in different
ways is transformed into a very restrictive mathematical structure, thereby creating a
model of the real-world system. Simplifying the system in such a way has two sides: when
appropriately chosen, such a model of a system is able to catch the essential properties of
a system while being simpler and easier to handle than the real system. On the other hand,
a simplification of a system naturally comes along with the loss of information. Hence, the
choice of the “right” simplification is crucial for the interpretability and relevance of any
results from methods used on the graph representation.
There is rarely a unique way for transforming a system into a graph representation and
by choosing the transformation, implicit (or explicit) assumptions about the system are
included into the representation (Zweig 2016). Already the choice of which entities of the
system will be represented as nodes in the graph and which interactions of the entities in
the system will be represented as edges in the graph, is not obvious: it has been shown that
already different choices of levels of aggregation for the nodes will yield different results
in the subsequent analysis of the network (Butts 2009). The same holds for the decision
when an edge is inserted in the network (Butts 2009; De Choudhury et al. 2010).
For example, “Data sets” section will introduce a data set containing passengers’ tickets of domestic flights within the US. For each passenger’s journey, the data set contains
an entry for each single non-stop flight of the journey, including the information of start
and destination of that flight, airline, type and size of airplane, etc. Extracting a network
representation from this data set can be done in various ways: nodes might represent single airports or cities (including several close airports which can also be derived in various
ways). An edge from node v to node w might be included if the data contains a single flight
from v to w, or if there are flights on a regular basis from v to w, or if there are flights of
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a certain volume, or other definitions might be reasonable as well. The edges might be
unweighted, weighted by distance of the airports or flight time, they might have a capacity
of available seats, or might be temporal if the flight schedule is taken into consideration.
The network might consist of several layers where each layer contains the flights of a single airline, or the connections of all airlines might be merged into a single-layer network.
This illustrates that the same data set can lead to a large number of different possible network representations. It is clear that a different network representation will yield different
results when analyzing the network (Butts 2009; De Choudhury et al. 2010).

How to determine the most reasonable network representation? This raises the question whether there is a most reasonable network representation and how to determine it.
If that is not the case, the question is whether there are at least some choices that can be
ruled out. In order to answer this question, it is useful to consider when a network is a
useful representation for a system at all: Network representations enable the analysis of
indirect effects. When representing a system as a network, the main underlying assumption (also for all network analytic methods) is some commonality mediated by indirect
connections: by connecting A to B and B to C in the network representation, we are not
only assuming some commonality between A and B, and between B and C, but also some
commonality between A and C via the indirect connection. For some systems, we can
phrase the term of commonality as effect or influence: In social systems, a person can
have an impact on the friend of a friend, in neural networks, the activity of a neuron does
not only affect the directly connected ones, but also the ones connected via an intermediate neuron. If there are only direct effects, the representation as a network does not offer
any additional insights and other data structures are more efficient. Moreover, a network
representation of a system in which only direct effects are expected might seduce to apply
analysis methods to it that yield basically uninterpretable results.
The presence of indirect effects or the commonality mediated by indirect connections
can be caused by a (partly) transitive relationship or by network processes on top of the
network structure: in the latter case, “something” is flowing through the network from
node to node by following the edges: A person in a social network has an impact on the
friend of a friend by–for example–a piece of information flowing through the network,
by a rumor being spread through it, or by a trend which is transferred from one person
to another. In other networks, examples for processes are physical goods being transfered
from node to node, such as parcels or other items, diseases, such as HIV or influenza,
computer viruses being spread from computer to computer, but also humans or other
agents using the network as infrastructure, such as passengers in transportation networks.
A network process is thus a model of how something uses a specific relationship represented by a network to spread in it. The spreading happens by a propagation from node to
node by using the existing relationship between them. We differentiate between the terms
network process and network flow: while the network process is the model of something
using the network, the network flow is the actually observable dissemination of some entities through the network, yielding a trajectory for each entity. Figure 2 illustrates the used
terminology.
Towards a process-driven network analysis Several well-known network analytic
methods assume the presence of such network processes: metrics containing path length,
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Fig. 2 An overview of the used terminology

such as average shortest distance or diameter of the graph, assume something actually
using those paths. This is particularly the case for centrality indices. The classic centrality indices–degree, closeness, and betweenness centrality–were introduced by Freeman
in 1977 with the idea in mind that they measure a node’s importance with respect to a
specific process: “Thus, the use of these three measures is appropriate only in networks
where betweenness may be viewed as important in its potential for impact on the process being examined.” Freeman (1977) on the other hand, for other network methods, the
presence of a network process is not necessary: Clustering methods are supposed to find
groups of nodes assuming that nodes within a group do have a larger impact on each other
than on nodes outside of their group. This can be caused by a network process, but also by
a (partly) transitive relationship. In the following, we, however, focus on network methods which do assume the presence of a network process, such as distance-based measures
and centrality indices.
Borgatti (2005) linked the properties of network processes to the well-known centrality measures. He argues that each centrality measure contains implicit assumptions about
the properties of a network process, and the application of a centrality measure only
yields interpretable results if the measure’s assumptions match with the actual properties
of the process of interest: a centrality measure quantifies the importance of a node with
respect to a network process with the suitable properties. Consider betweenness centrality as an example: for calculating the betweenness centrality of a node v, for each node
pair (s, t) ∈ V × V , it is counted on which proportion of shortest paths from s to t, the
node v is contained in, and these proportions are summed up for all node pairs (s, t). By
counting shortest paths, the betweenness centrality can only rate the nodes’ importance
for a process using shortest paths. Furthermore, by considering the proportion of shortest
paths a node v is contained in, it is assumed that the corresponding network process can
only take one shortest path at a time, and not several simultaneously. This implies that it is
assumed that the network process consists of indivisible entities. Applying betweenness
centrality on a network for finding the most important node for a process which has neither of those properties, e.g., the spread of gossip, yields uninterpretable results (Borgatti
2005).
Note, however, that there are multiple application scenarios for centrality measures.
The named assumptions are particularly valid if a centrality index is used for quantifying a node’s importance. Centrality measures might also be seen as a description of the
network topology. For calculating the closeness centrality of a node v in a network, the
graph theoretic distances to v from all other nodes are summed up. This allows both, the
rating of the nodes by their importance with respect to a process using shortest paths,
and a quantification of a node’s position in the network. For the former, the existence of a
process is assumed, for the latter, this is not necessary.
Not only the applicable network measures are tied to the network process of interest,
but also the network representation needs to match to the network process: the network
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representation needs to be chosen in a way that it represents the relationship relevant
for the process. This concerns the type of the relationship as well as its time horizon.
When the process of spreading a disease is in the focus, the corresponding network needs
to contain edges which represent relations that are essential for passing on this disease.
Analyzing the spread of influenza in a social network where edges represent a friendship relationship will give results which are difficult to interpret. Furthermore, the time
horizon of the relationship and the process need to be in accordance: considering a relationship which exists in a scale of days, and a process which dissemination is a matter of
years, will also give results hard to interpret. This is especially true (and naturally given)
if a network representation is built from flow data, but is also the case when the network
representation is constructed from other type of data. Consider the example of road traffic: here, the network representation can be obtained from satellite data or existing maps
which is independent of the process data. Nevertheless, also in this case, the network
representation is dependent on the process of interest: if we are interested in traffic by
cars, a different network representation (possibly from the same satellite data) is obtained
than if we are interested in the traffic of pedestrians. Therefore, depending on which type
of process is in focus, the suitable network representation is to be chosen. On the same
time, when considering the network flow, it is clear that the observable trajectories are
constrained by the structure of underlying system, in the example, by the physical street
infrastructure.
We can hence conclude that there is a tight relationship between network representation, network process, and network measure (see Fig. 3): the network representation
affects the results of the network measures (Butts 2009), and the process of interest dictates which network measures are appropriate to be applied (Borgatti 2005). Furthermore,
the process of interest dictates the network representation since the network needs to
be chosen such that network and process match. The interdependence of network representation, network measure, and network process is sometimes phrased as Trilemma of
Network Analysis (Dorn et al. 2012).
Coming back to the initial question of the “right” simplification for a system, we can
see that it is often the process of the network which is essential for the further steps of
network analysis, i.e., creation of a network and application of a method. If the research
question requires to use a network measure which is implicitly tied to a network process (like centrality indices), the network process of interest constrains the appropriate
network representations and applicable network measures. We call this process-centered
perspective on network analysis a process-driven network analysis (see Fig. 3): the research
question dictates the network process of interest which then constraints appropriate
network representations and appropriate network measures.

Fig. 3 A process-driven network analysis. The process of interest, determined by the research question, is at
the beginning of any network analytic project
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the contained trajectories contained in the used data sets

We argue for the importance of considering network processes by two aspects:
(i)

(ii)

If a network process is relevant for the research question, it should be considered in
an early stage of a network analysis approach. The relevant process helps to restrict
the large number of possible network representation and applicable measure to
smaller set of possibilities, since the process, the network representation and the
measures are not independent from each other in a meaningful network analysis.
In the example given in the introduction, it is the process of interest, flow of
passengers, which is used for constructing the network representation. Many
different plausible static network representations can be deduced from the same
flow data. It is therefore important to not only consider the static aggregated
network representation derived from process flow in the system, but also the
process itself. The static aggregated network representation hides the actual
dynamics in the system contained in the flow data. It is hence even more important
to take into account the properties of the process in order to understand the system.
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Contributions of this paper We argue that in those cases where the research question
is tied to a process, it is beneficial to put network process into the focus. Since this kind
of network analysis starts with the network process as a model for the observed network
flow on a given relationship, we call this a process-driven network analysis for which this
paper is a starting point by making the following contributions:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

We propose a framework for a process-driven network analysis. This approach can
help to reduce the set of possible network representations and possible applicable
network methods for a given system.
We collected data sets of real-world processes and evaluated to which extent they
agree with the simple model for them. We show that the uniform weighting of
communication (where the amount of flow between each pair of nodes is weighted
equally), as for example done by closeness or betweenness centrality, is not a
realistic setting for real-world processes.
The simple process model contained in network measures makes assumptions of
how the process moves through the network. It is known that shortest paths are
not a realistic model in many cases. Therefore, there are many adaptions of network
measures which use other trajectory modes instead of shortest paths. The adaptions
used most often are random walks (as in random walk betweenness centrality
(Newman 2005), Google’s PageRank (Page et al. 1999), or community detection by
WalkTrap (Pons and Latapy 2005)). We evaluate to which extent the real-world
processes can be approximated by those two simple models–shortest paths and
random walks. In order to show the impact on the results of network measures, we
focus on centrality measures and compare the nodes’s importance rated by classic
centrality measures to the empiric importance by the real-world network flow.
Borgatti created the link between process properties and network measures
(Borgatti 2005) and provided a categorization of exemplary network processes. We
extend this typology in “Typology of network processes” section.

The structure of this paper is hence the following: “Definitions” will briefly introduce
the necessary definitions and notations before “Related work” will present existing studies
relevant to our work. “Typology of network processes” will derive a typology of process
properties which extends the existing typology of (Borgatti 2005). While the process properties derived in “Typology of network processes” are qualitative properties of the process,
the remainder of this paper contains the quantitative analysis of four data sets of network
flows. The data sets are described in “Data sets”. “Why network flows need to be considered” shows that real-worldnetwork flows contained in our data sets do not show the
property of an equal amount of flow between each node pair. This demonstrates that considering the processes taking place in the system creates added value to the analysis of the
static aggregated network representation. “Trajectory models: shortest paths or random
walks” checks to which extent the second assumption about processes is satisfied by realworld network flows, i.e., how the process flows between the nodes. Since most popular
network measures assume the flow on shortest paths or on random walks, the real-world
network flows are compared to shortest paths and random walks with respect to several
metrics. Furthermore, the nodes’ empiric importance from the real-world network flow
is compared to the nodes’ importance measured by standard network centrality measures in order to demonstrate that different flow behaviour does affect network measures.
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“Discussion and limitations” provides a discussion of the results, including their limitations, before “Conclusion” sections concludes the article1 .

Definitions
Let G = (V , E, ω) be a directed simple weighted graph with vertex set V and edge set
E ⊆ V × V and a weight function ω : E → R. A walk is an alternating (finite) sequence


of nodes and edges P = v1 , e1 , v2 , . . . , ek−1 vk with vi ∈ V for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and


ej = vj , vj+1 ∈ E for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}. If only simple graphs are considered, a walk is
uniquely determined by its node sequence and the simpler notation of P = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vk )
can be used. If the nodes and edges of P are distinct, we call P a path. If a node v is
contained in a walk P, we write v ∈ P. The start and end node of P are denoted by s(P) =
v1 and t(P) = vk . The length of walk P, denoted by |P|, is defined as the weights of its (not

necessarily distinct) edges |P| = i ω (ei ). Let d(v, w) denote the length of the shortest
path from node v to node w. A set of walks in graph G is denoted by P .
As described in “Introduction” section and in Fig. 2, we will use the term trajectory for
an observed behaviour of an entity flowing through the network. In terms of graph theory,
this trajectory is a walk (or even a path). In order to distinguish between theoretically
possible walks in the graph and observed trajectories of the network flow, we will use the
different terms, trajectory and walk.

Related work
We see an association of our work to several areas of research.

Using network flows for analyzing the network Borgatti made an important contribution by considering possible network processes in a more detailed way and linking
the properties of the network process to the application of network analytic methods,
in his case centrality indices (Borgatti 2005). He distinguishes processes by two dimensions: by the mechanism of node-to-node transmission and by the type of trajectories
the process takes on the network. For the latter, a process might flow on shortest paths
through the network, it might flow on paths (no node and no edge is used more than
once), on trails (nodes might be visited more than once, but edges are only used once),
or on walks (no restriction on multiple usage of nodes or edges). For the mechanism of
node-to-node transmission, he distinguishes between a transfer, a serial duplication, and
a parallel duplication. Processes with a transfer mechanism include all processes in which
indivisible items (such as goods, humans, etc.) flow through the network by actually moving from node to node. This particularly implies that a process item is at one point of time
at exactly one node. This does not hold for processes with a duplication mechanism: here,
the process item is transmitted to the next node while still being present at the current
node. This property holds for example for diseases or information. Duplication processes
can again be differentiated by serial duplication (the process is transfered to one other
node a time) versus parallel duplication (the process is transfered to all neighbor nodes at
a time). An example for parallel duplication are email messages which might distributed
1 This work is the extension of a previously published conference paper (Bockholt and Zweig 2019). The present work goes

beyond the scope of the previously published work by providing new results and materials: “Related work” is substantially
extended, “Typology of network processes” is added, “Why network flows need to be considered” and “Trajectory
models: shortest paths or random walks” is added new results, “Discussion and limitations” sections is added.
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to several of a person’s contacts at once, while a gossip story is transfered by a duplication
mechanism, but (presumably) only from one person to one single other person at once,
therefore an example for serial duplication. Borgatti also pointed out that all centrality
measures implicitly contain a model for a network process (Borgatti 2005). Based on this
work, (Ghosh and Lerman 2014) consider the centrality measures PageRank and Alpha
Centrality and argue that PageRank assumes a transfer process (which they call conservative process) and Alpha Centrality assumes a parallel duplication process (which they call
a non-conservative process). They demonstrate on two real-world data sets containing
a non-conservative process that Alpha Centrality assuming a non-conservative process,
yields better results than PageRank which assumes a conservative process. Several authors
have questioned whether real-world processes actually fulfill the simple assumptions contained in the centrality indices, for example Chierichetti for web users (Chierichetti et al.
2012) or (Stephenson and Zelen 1989) and (Freeman et al. 1991) for information. Since
those real-world processes do not follow the simple models, process trajectories can be
used to draw insights about the system itself, for example, for inferring semantic similarity between articles on the base of human trajectories (West et al. 2009), for identifying
missing links (West et al. 2015), for predicting the future evolution of a social network
based on information flow (Weng et al. 2013), or for finding communities in networks
by incorporating real process data into a Markov chain simulation (Rosvall et al. 2014).
In a previous work (Bockholt and Zweig 2018), we considered the betweenness centrality
and introduced process-based betweenness measure variants: these partly use the process model contained in the original betweenness centrality and partly use information
about the behaviour of real-world network flows contained in empiric data sets.
In this work, we argue for a process-driven network analysis in which the process of
interest needs to be considered additionally to the static network representation of a system. We hence understand the network structure as an infrastructure which is used by the
process. There are alternative approaches, for example higher-order networks in which
the process data is used for the construction of the network representation (Scholtes
2017; Xu et al. 2016): in this representation, a node does not represent a single entity
of the system, but tuples of entities. In this representation, dependencies contained in
the process data where the choice of the next node is dependent on previously visited
nodes, is translated into the network structure (up to a certain extent, depending on the
order of the network). Xu et al. (2016) argue that the network representation itself should
reflect those dependencies. A further alternative approach is proposed by Lambiotte et al.
(2011) who introduce so-called flow graphs, i.e., network representations which incorporate the network dynamics in the edge weights. They provide a mathematical framework
how to construct flow graphs from biased and unbiased walks as well as from consensus
processes.

Empiric analysis of network flows This work is not the first analyzing the properties
of network flows. There have been presented many qualitative analyses of spreading processes, i.e., processes with a copy mechanism: in social networks, Bakshy et al. analyze
information diffusion on Facebook by an experimental setting (Bakshy et al. 2012), Cheng
et al. consider the dynamics of information cascades on Facebook (Cheng et al. 2014),
Domenico et al. present a temporal and spatial analysis of rumors spread on Twitter (De
Domenico et al. 2013). Other processes have been also analysed in an empirical way,
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for example the transfer of behaviours or attitudes in social systems, such as obesity or
smoking habits (Christakis and Fowler 2007; 2008), but also the spreading dynamics of
mobile phone viruses (Wang et al. 2009). A whole research community is dedicated to the
dynamics of infection spreading, epidemics in scale-free networks (Pastor-Satorras and
Vespignani 2001), epidemic spreading in air-transportation systems (Colizza et al. 2006),
but also the spreadings of animal epidemics, for example the spread of BSE by cattle
movements (Gilbert et al. 2005).
Empiric analyses of processes with a transfer mechanism are for example the analysis of
humans navigating in social networks (Adamic and Adar 2005), humans solving a word
puzzle (Sudarshan Iyengar et al. 2012), humans navigating in information networks (Helic
et al. 2013; West and Leskovec 2012a), humans browsing the Internet (Sen and Hansen
2003), or routing of taxis in London (Manley et al. 2015).

Agent-based simulations of transfer processes Similarly to our approach of simulating a given transfer process by a walk-based model, there are other approaches proposing
agent-based simulations of transfer processes. Holme suggests several variants of random walk simulations in complex networks and studies the traffic speed and density with
respect to the network structure (Holme 2003). Manley presents a Markov chain Monte
Carlo simulation for estimating traffic in London (Manley 2015). In the context of human
navigation in information networks, West and Leskovec implement several variants of
an agent-based simulation with different strategies and compare their performance with
human performance for the same task (West and Leskovec 2012b). In a similar context,
(Helic et al. 2013) study how human navigation in information networks can be modeled by variants of decentralized search, i.e, navigation with only local knowledge of the
network. An interesting contribution in this context is the work of (Kleinberg 2000) who
proved that a good performance of any decentralized search algorithm is only possible in
networks with certain properties.

Sensitivity of data preprocessing A further link of our work is to prior works concerned
with the impact of decisions in the data preprocessing phase. Butts analyzed the effects
of choices in the network construction phase and showed that different levels of aggregation for the nodes have an effect on the basic properties of the resulting networks (Butts
2009). A similar effect can be observed for the exact definition of edges. Many interactions are naturally dyadic and can be transformed into edges in a natural way. In other
cases, interactions have an intensity which leads to the question of whether all observed
interactions should be transformed into an edge or whether only those with a sufficiently
high intensity. By increasing the threshold of connection strength necessary for including
the connection as an edge, the resulting network changes and large structural differences
of the resulting networks are observed (Butts 2009). De Choudhury et al. make a similar
observation for a communication network deduced from interpersonal email communication (De Choudhury et al. 2010). The choice of an appropriate threshold is not trivial:
the network should only contain the “relevant” edges, but excluding edges with a low
intensity will alter the network properties dramatically. According to the famous work of
Granovetter, the weak ties,i.e., the edges with low intensity, are the ones serving as bridges
in the network and have an important role in the network structure (Granovetter 1973).
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A further aspect that needs to be considered in the transformation of a system (more
specifically, observations of system interactions) into a network representation, is the
temporality of the interactions. Butts gives the example of the spread of HIV virus by sexual contacts (Butts 2009). If, in a sexual contact network, an edge is created if there has
been a sexual encounter, the analysis of the aggregated network might yield misleading
results: the timing and the order of the sexual encounters have an impact on the spread
of the HIV virus (Moody 2002). This cannot be regarded when the edges are aggregated
over time.
Furthermore, (Tavassoli and Zweig 2016) demonstrate the large impact of seemingly
minor modeling decisions by considering multi-layer networks and the most simple centrality measure, degree centrality. In order to apply degree centrality on a multi-layer
network, it is necessary to aggregate a node’s degree over the different layers. They consider different aggregation and normalization strategies which seem to be equivalent
at first sight. They however find that the resulting node rankings differ considerably
dependent on the aggregation and normalization strategy.

Typology of network processes
We understand a network process as a model of how something is flowing through the
network whereas the network flow consists of observable trajectories of something using
the network. Borgatti suggested to classify network processes along two dimensions:
node-to-node transmission mechanism (transfer, serial duplication, or parallel duplication) and type of trajectory (shortest path, path, trail, or walk) (Borgatti 2005). When
collecting exemplary network processes, it seems that these two dimensions are not the
only qualities by which processes can differ which is why we present an extended typology
of network processes in the next section (see Table 1 for an overview).
TARGET TO REACH Network processes that are goal-oriented act differently than those
without a specific goal because they stop when the target is reached. Based on other
constraints, such as knowledge of the network’s structure, and intelligence of the
flowing good to optimize the way through the network, the chosen paths might
come close to shortest paths. Network processes without a goal or with short-term
goals like money transfer will look more like random walks on the infrastructure.
For processes with a target, we can further distinguish between the case that all process entities have exactly the same target (a player trying to solve a game), and the
case that each entity has its own target.
ROUTING MECHANISM How is the route of a process item determined? For some processes, the route which is taken by the item, is already predefined before the item
starts moving: for a parcel being delivered, the optimal route for it is computed
before the delivery process starts. Hence, while moving through the network, there
are actually no choices for routing. This also implies that the route is determined
with global knowledge of the network structure (global routing). This is different for
other processes. For a person browsing through the Internet searching for a specific
information, the global knowledge of the network structure is not available, but the
routing decision of which node to go next to is taken by the browsing person on the
basis of the local view of the network (local routing by process). Yet another situation
is the propagation of a piece of information through a social network. The decision
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of which node the piece of information is forwarded to is also on the basis of local
knowledge of the network, but not taken by the process item, but the network node
(local routing by node).
In the context of information diffusion, Milli et al. differentiate between active
and passive diffusion (Milli et al. 2018). In this wording, the nodes of network can
be active in the sense that they can “decide” whether they want to adopt a behavior
or another process. In other types of diffusion processes such as the spreading of a
disease, the nodes are passive in the sense that the diffusion process will spread to
them without them having any possibility to avoid it.
F ORWARDING OR ADOPTING In the case of processes routed locally by the nodes, we
can distinguish between processes where, in each step, the sending nodes or the
receiving nodes are of relevance: Consider the propagation of a gossip story where
the current node decides to whom the story is told to. On the other hand, the propagation of a behavior or a trend is different: although the sending node decides about
showing the behavior or promoting a trend, it is actually the receiving node who
decides to adopt it or not. For the latter, it can be distinguished between simple and
complex contagion (Centola 2010): for simple contagion, the exposure to the process by a single node is sufficient to adopt it, while for complex contagion processes,
a node needs to be exposed to the specific behavior from several neighbor nodes
before it adopts it (in social networks known as social reinforcement).
INTERACTION OF NET WORK AND PROCESS For the analysis of the corresponding network, it is important to know whether the process and the system interact in any
way such that the one can change the other: in most cases, the network is providing

Table 1 Catalog of network process properties that determine the way an entity uses the network
structure. The first two properties, transmission mechanism and trajectory type, were proposed by
Borgatti (2005)
Dimension

Possible values
transfer

Transmission mechanism (Borgatti 2005)

serial duplication
parallel duplication
shortest paths

Trajectory type (Borgatti 2005)

paths
trails
walks
same target for all entities

Target to reach

individual targets
no target
local routing by node

Routing mechanism

local routing by process
global routing
forwarding

Adopting

adoption: simple contagion
adoption: complex contagion

Interaction network and process
Place of process

no interaction
process shapes network
on nodes
on edges
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the infrastructure for the process to move through the network, hence the process is
restricted by the network structure. In other cases, there is a feedback loop such that,
in the long run, the process can change the network structure. This is for example
true for air transportation networks: when a connection between two airports is
highly demanded, but the airline only offers an indirect connection via an intermediate stop, the airline might install a new direct connection. Hence, a new edge will
be added to the network representation. Conversely, when a connection between
two airports is not demanded by a sufficient number of passengers, the connection
won’t be offered anymore by the airline, hence, the edge is to be removed from the
network. This effect has been analyzed in the context of information flow in social
networks (Weng et al. 2013). In social networks, it is also quite unlikely that persons
want to communicate indirectly over a long time. If both are interested in a communication, they will try to get into a direct contact. Evidence of this is by Friedkin’s
study on the “horizon of observability” of colleagues in a university communication
network (Friedkin 1983; Zweig 2018).
ON NODES OR ON EDGES Although all processes of course need the nodes and the
edges of the network, it strikes that some processes are present on the edges of the
network while others are present on the network nodes. Consider a piece of information which is present at the nodes, i.e., in the mind of the persons, and is only
“present” at the network edge while being transferred to another person. A process
as cars in the road network is different. This process mainly takes place on the network edges. This differentiation can be useful when centralities are applied on the
network. In one case, it might be better to apply node centralities, in the other case,
edge centralities might be preferred.
With this, we can improve our first definition of what a network process is: A network
process is a model of an observable flow that details at least a subset of properties as
described in Table 1.

Data sets
This section provides information about the used data sets, their source and their preprocessing. In order to compare the real process with shortest and random paths, we restrict
the analysis to processes with a transfer mechanism, otherwise the concept of shortest
paths or random agents is not meaningful. Furthermore, we require the following aspects
being satisfied:
(i) The process usually traverses more than one edge in a row, i.e., the process is more
than a set of dyadic relations. This excludes processes as emotional support or
seeking advice because the aspect of transitivity is not given: if A supports B and B
supports C, there is still no flow of support from A to C.
(ii) The process consists of one or several indivisible entities (e.g., persons) who are
moving through a system. This implies in particular that each process entity is at
one point of time at one node (processes such as infections are excluded by this
requirement). Otherwise, the concept of shortest paths is not meaningful.
(iii) The route taken by an entity is only dependent on the network structure and the
process itself, not driven by external events. This excludes for example the
spreading of rumors in a social network: a rumor is not distributed to all social
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acquaintances of a person, but rather to a subset of acquaintances, eventually those
whom the person met in person.
The network representation and process need to fit: the edges need to represent
this type of relationship which is essential for the process. Analyzing the spread of a
virus in a social network is meaningless since it is not relationship of knowing each
other which is essential for the contagion of a virus, but the physical contact within
a certain time interval.

There are many processes that fulfill the given requirements, they are, however, often
not available as data sets. For the analysis of interest, we also require the following
technical aspects to be satisfied by the data sets such that they can be used:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

The data must contain a network structure (V , E)
The data must contain a network flow which uses the network structure as
infrastructure by moving from node to node. This excludes (GPS) movement
trajectories if there is no network structure which restricts the movement. The set
of trajectories is denoted by P .
There is a reasonable mapping of the locations of the process onto the nodes of the
network.
The data contains the information which item at which point of time used which
edge of the network.

The following data sets satisfy those requirements and were used (Table 2 and Fig. 4
show an overview of the used data sets).

DB1B The Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DB1B) is collected and provided by
the US Office of Airline Information of the Bureau of Transportation statistics (RITA
TransStat 2016). It contains a 10 % sample of all airline tickets from reporting airline carriers within the US. For each ticket, the data base includes the information about origin and
destination of the itinerary as well as intermediate stops. The process of interest hence
consists of passengers traveling by airplane connections through a network of airports.
We used the data of the years 2010 and 2011. Itineraries were split into outbound and
return trip according to the corresponding data entry in the database. A node in the network represents a city. Airports of the same city area (as indicated by an entry in the data
base) are contained in one node. An edge (v, w) is created if and only if the data contains
at least one itinerary with the flight connection from an airport in v to an airport in w.
Table 2 Overview of the used data sets
Data set

Graph

Nodes

Edges

Process

DB1B (RITA TransStat 2016)

directed

airports

non-stop airline
connections

passengers

Wikispeedia (West et al.
2009; West and Leskovec
2012a)

directed

Wikipedia articles

hyperlinks

Wikispeedia
players

Rush Hour (Jarušek and
Pelánek 2012)

undirected

configurations

valid game
moves

players

London Transport
(Transport for London
2017)

directed

Underground
stations

underground
connections

passengers
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Wikispeedia This data set is provided by West et al. (West and Leskovec 2012a) and contains game logs of persons playing the Wikispeedia game. In this game, a player is given a
pair of Wikipedia articles and the goal of the game is to reach from the one given article to
the other by following the hyperlinks within Wikipedia. West collected this data by providing this game on his web page. Players could either choose a pair of articles themselves
or were given a pair of articles. A subset of all Wikipedia articles was used. Hence, there is
a directed network where a node represents an article, and there is a directed edge from v
to w (with weight 1) if article v contains a hyperlink to article w. The network flow is persons playing Wikispeedia. We consider only solutions reaching its target. Moves which
were revoked by the player via an Undo button, were not included in the paths.
London transport Transport of London, a governmental authority responsible for most
of public transport within the greater region of London, provides a data set called Rolling
Origin and Destination Survey, collected by Oyster cards (Transport for London 2017).
An Oyster card is an electronic ticket, valid for most means of public transportation
within Greater London. The data set contains a 5 % sample of all Oyster card journeys
performed in a week during November 2017. For each pair of start and destination station, the data contains the frequency of usage of this pair as well as the stations where the
passengers changed the means of transportation. It however does not contain the intermediate stops which is why it is not known which means of transportation was taken.
We used the timetables of London underground and constructed a (multilayer) network
where each layer corresponds to one underground line i and contains a set of stations
as nodes and an edge between those two stations which can be reached via line i without changing trains. Note that this does not yield a chain-like graph as a Underground
line plan would suggest, but the transitive closure of the chain. The edges are weighted
by travel time, more precisely, by the shortest-possible travel time with this particular
line. For a passenger’s journey A → B → C → D, it is then checked in which network
layer, i.e., which underground line, the connection from A to B (and between the other
intermediate stops, B to C, and C to D) is the shortest (in travel time). The complete
trajectory is then the concatenation of those connections. Note that in this modelling, a
trajectory only contains nodes in which the passenger changed the means of transportation. Another variant in which a trajectory also contains the station which the passenger
passes through while sitting in the tube without getting off, is not used in this work. Note
also that we did not consider the timing of the connections since this information is not
available for the journeys: for the journey A → B → C → D, it might be that we find that
the line Bakerloo is the fastest connection from A to B, and underground line Central is
the fastest connection from B to C which is then inserted in the constructed trajectory. In
reality, the passenger might have taken a different line because a different line is leaving
earlier. Additionally to the multilayer network, we create a one-layer network by merging
all layers into one.
Rush hour This data set contains a state space of a one-player board game called Rush
Hour and as process persons attempting to solve the game,i.e., persons navigating through
the state space. The game consists of a board with 6 × 6 cells with a designated exit. Cars
(blocks of width of 1 cell and of length of 2 or 3 cells) are placed on the board horizontally
or vertically. Goal is to move the cars (forwards or backwards, not sideways) such that
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a designated target car can exit the board. The network for a given board configuration
contains a node for each valid (and reachable) board configuration, an edge represents a
valid game move. The network is undirected because all moves can be reversed and all
edge weights are equal to 1. The game data was collected by Jarušek and Pelánek (2012)
by their web-based tool for education. Three different games were used for our analysis.
We include only solving paths, i.e., paths which end in a solution of the game.
Table 3 contains basic properties of the used data sets. For the data sets from transportation scenarios (DB1B and London Transport), the largest number of trajectories is
available. Note that, for all data sets, the trajectories are not necessarily distinct, there are
trajectories that are taken by many passengers or players and are therefore contained multiple times in P . We see that the three different game instances of Rush Hour induce state
spaces of different order. Rush Hour Game A is a very easy game with an optimal solution of length 3 while Game B and C are of medium difficulty with an optimal solution of
length 11 and 13, respectively.

Why network flows need to be considered
Standard network analytic methods which are applied to the representation of the network do not consider any real flow taking place on the network. Instead, many network
analytic methods, particularly all distance-based network measures and centrality measures, contain a simple model for the process. This model for the real network flow
contains the main assumption: How does the flow travel through the network? Here,
most measures assume the process flowing on shortest paths or on some kind of random
walks. Furthermore, a network measure counts some property of the assumed process,
for example, the number of process entities traversing through a node v. In most network measures containing such a simple process model, the amount of flow between each
node pair is weighted equally, which we call a uniform weighting of communication. For
illustration, consider the classic centrality measures closeness and betweenness centrality
(Freeman 1977). The closeness centrality of a node v is defined as the sum of the lengths
of the shortest paths from all other nodes to v:

d(w, v)
(1)
C(v) =
w∈V

The idea behind this measure is that a node v is considered as central if it can be reached
from all other nodes quite fast, i.e. the average path length of any node to v is small. This
assumes that for a node v, it is equally important that v can be reached quickly from a node
w or from another node x. Thus, the assumed process model is based on shortest paths,
Table 3 Basic properties of the used data sets. |V| and |E| denote the cardinality of the node and
edge set of the underlying graph, |P | denotes the number of observed flow trajectories in the data
set. All networks consist of a single connected component
Data set

|V|

|E|

|P |

Trajectory length

DB1B

462

12499

86m

[ 1, 12] hops

1.4 hops

Wikispeedia

4592

119804

51306

[ 1, 404] hops

5 hops

Range

Average

Rush Hour Game A

364

1524

3044

[ 3, 33] hops

5 hops

Rush Hour Game B

6769

33142

1965

[ 11, 59] hops

15 hops

Rush Hour Game C

830

4037

1472

[ 13, 95] hops

26 hops

London Transport

268

13173

4.8m

[ 1, 107] min

16.3 min
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and the length of the shortest path from each node w to node v is weighted equally for the
computation of the measure. A similar assumption is included in betweenness centrality:
for calculating the betweenness centrality for a node v, for each node pair s, t ∈ V , the
ratio of all shortest paths between s and t that contain node v (and are not equal s and t)
is computed and summed up. The betweenness centrality of node v is then defined as
B(v) =


s,t∈V ,s =v =t

σst (v)
σst

(2)

where σst denotes the number of shortest paths from s to t and σst (v) denotes the number of shortest paths from s to t which contain v. Thus, also here, the assumed process
model is based on shortest paths, and for computing the measure value, the amount of
flow between each node pair contributes equally to the measure value: it is summed over
all node pairs and each node pair can contribute at most a value of 1 to the betweenness
value of any given node v. For example, applying betweenness centrality to the European
rail network, being contained in all shortest paths from Paris to Berlin contributes the
same value to the centrality as being contained in the single shortest path between two
small villages. Hence, both measures assume the process traveling on shortest paths and
the amount of flow between each node pair is weighted equally for the measure computation. We will refer to the latter as uniform weighting of communication. The random
walk betweenness centrality (Newman 2005) is an example for a measure with uniform
weighting communication and assuming random walks instead of shortest paths. In the
following, we want to show to which extent those two properties are fulfilled by real-world
transfer processes. We organize the following results along the two aspects, uniform
weighting of communication, and flow on shortest paths or random walks:
(i)

(ii)

Do real processes need to be considered at all? Why is the network structure not
sufficient? We will show that for real-world processes, it is not true that the
amount of flow is equal between each pair of nodes, as suggested by the uniform
weighting of communication. On the contrary, there are a few node pairs which are
used heavily by the process while most of them are only used rarely or not at all.
Can real processes be modeled by shortest paths or random walks? Is this a
sufficient approximation for a real process? We will show for which properties the
real-world process shows similar features as the corresponding trajectory model
with shortest paths or random walks (see “Trajectory models: shortest paths or
random walks” sections).

We start with the first property, uniform weighting of communication and investigate
how the network is used by the network flows contained in the data sets.

Network coverage Figure 5a shows the coverage C(P ) of the network by the network
flow contained in P ,
C(P ) =

1
| {v ∈ V |∃P ∈ P : v ∈ P} |,
|V |

(3)

i.e., the fraction of nodes which are visited by the network process at least once. Due to
the network construction, it is clear that all nodes of the DB1B network are contained in
at least one passenger’s journey. For the other data sets, 10 to 89 % of the nodes are not
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Fig. 5 Graph coverage of the observed network flow

used at all by the flow. Hence, for those real-world network flows, it is not true that all
nodes are equally important for it.
It is possible that including more network flow trajectories would cover more nodes
of the network. If more trajectories of the processes were available, would the fraction
of used nodes increase? Or do the observed trajectories use more or less a similar set
of nodes such that adding further trajectories will not increase the number of covered
nodes? In order to answer those questions, we use the set of observed trajectories P ,
successively pick (and remove) trajectories from it uniformly at random, add them to an
initially empty set P  and compute the coverage of the graph by P  in every iteration. This

    
yields a sequence of coverage values C P  1 , C P  2 , . . . , C (P ) where P  i ⊆ P with
 
P i  = i. In order to reduce the effect of the order in which the trajectories from P are
drawn, the above procedure is repeated N = 500 times, and the minimum, maximum
 
and average of each C P  i over all N iterations is computed (an extended variant of this
procedure is sketched in Algorithm 1).
For the data sets DB1B and London Transportation containing more than 63 million
observed trajectories and almost 5 million observed trajectories, not all observed trajectories are used for the procedure, but a randomly sampled subset (0.1 % and 10 % of the
real paths, respectively). For the other data sets, all available observed trajectories are used
as P .
Figure 5 shows the network coverage with increasing number of observed trajectories.
It can be observed that for the data sets DB1B and Wikispeedia, the coverage reaches a
saturation where adding further observed trajectories to the set does not change the set
of covered nodes anymore. This is also true for the Rush Hour games A and C, but does
not seem to be the case for game B. Here, at least with the set of available set of real
trajectories, a saturation cannot be observed.
For the considered data sets, it seems to be due to the nature of the process that only a
part of the network is covered by the observed flow trajectories, and not due to the number of available trajectories. We conclude that the process is in essence restricted to only
a part of the node of the nodes for five out of the six data sets. Note that the coverage for
the data set DB1B is approximately 90 % for the sampled subset of trajectories while the
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coverage is 100 % when all real trajectories are included. This indicates that there might
be an imbalance in the frequency of node visitations, i.e., how often a node is used by the
process entities. This imbalance cannot be taken into account by a simple binary attribute
whether a node is used by the process or not. Furthermore, the introduced network coverage is not an informative measure if the network is constructed from trajectories–then,
the network only contains nodes which were contained in at least one trajectory–or if the
network is truncated to used nodes which is both sometimes done in practice. For those
two reasons, the frequency of node visitations is considered in the following section.

Uniform weighting of communication We first investigate whether the network flow
is present at all covered nodes with the same intensity. For this purpose, we compute for
each node v its node usage nu(v),
nu(v) =

|{P ∈ P |v ∈ P}|
,
|P |

(4)

i.e., the percentage of observed trajectories the node is contained in
Figure 6a shows the cumulative node usage distribution for each of the data sets. It can
be seen that for all data sets, the majority of nodes are, if visited at all, only contained
in a small fraction of all trajectories. On the other hand, there are very few nodes which
are contained in many or even all observed trajectories. Thus, for any of the data sets
(except for DB1B), the real-world network flow is not observed at all nodes, and, for any
of the data sets, the real-world network flow is not observed at all nodes with the same
frequency.
Most network measures weight the amount of flow between every node pair equally. In
order to test whether this is justified for real-world processes, we count for every pair of
nodes (s, t) ∈ V × V how many observed trajectories start in s and end in t, and divide by
the total number of observed trajectories, what we call node pair usage npu(s, t):
npu(s, t) =

|{P ∈ P |s(P) = s, t(P) = t}|
|P |

(5)

The cumulative distribution is shown in Fig. 6b. We make a similar observation as
before: only a fraction of all node pairs is used as source and target of the real-world process, between 42 % and 46 % for the transportation data sets, 0.14 % for Wikispeedia, and
less than 0.01 % for the Rush Hour games. For Rush Hour, all players start in the same start
node and aim at reaching one of a few final nodes, which is why such low numbers were
expected. When restricting the computation to those node pairs which are start and solution node, the percentage of used node pairs increases to 36 %, 3 %, and 11 %, respectively,
which is still low. In all considered network, even in those systems whose purpose it is to
bring passengers from one place to another, there is no flow between more than half of all
node pairs.
We furthermore see that for all data sets, the majority of the pairs is the source and
target for very few flow trajectories while there exist a few node pairs which are the source
and target for many trajectories.
In order to understand which node pairs are used most often as source and target, we
count for every possible graph distance k how many trajectories go from a node s to a
node t with d(s, t) = k which we define as node pair usage for a given distance npu(k):
npu(k) = |{P ∈ P |d(s(P), t(P)) = k}|

(6)
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Fig. 6 Node usage distribution and source-target-frequency of the real-world network processes

Note that we do not consider the length of the trajectory, but the length of the shortest
path between source and target. Furthermore, let
np(k) = |{(v, w) ∈ V × V |d(v, w) = k}|

(7)

be the total number of node pairs in the graph with a graph distance of k. For the data set
London Transportation where the graph edges are weighted with the travel time ranging
from 1 minute to 98 minutes, we introduce distance intervals of size 5, such that an edge
with weight w with 0 < w ≤ 5 minutes is assigned a distance interval with the number 1,
etc. For the data set DB1BW, a weighted variant of DB1B where the edges are weighted by
the distance (in km) between the airports, we introduce weight intervals of size 500 km.
Figure 6c shows for each data set and each distance (interval) d the number of process
entities traveling between a node pair of distance d, normalized by the total number of
node pairs with distance (interval) d. For the three Rush Hour games, this analysis is not
meaningful because all players start in the same node and end in one of a few final nodes
(having almost the same distance). It can be seen that for the remaining data sets, node
pairs with smaller distances are demanded more than node pairs with larger distances.
This result is not surprising for the processes at hand: If the connection between two
airports is highly demanded, a direct non-stop flight will be installed; the most crowded
places in London are in the center of London and not far apart from each other, those
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places will be demanded more often as source and destination than other places in the
peripheral areas of London. This observation has also been made in communication networks by Friedkin (1983). He found that there is a distance in communication networks,
which he called a horizon of observability, beyond which persons are very unlikely to
be aware of the existence of each other. Hence, it is very unlikely to observe any kind
of flow between persons which are further apart from each other than that horizon of
observability.
Summary

The previous findings that (i) not all nodes are relevant for the network flow, (ii) a few
nodes are used heavily by the network flow while most are used only a few times, (iii) close
nodes are overproportionally often source and target of the network flow, might have
been expected for the used data sets. They do, however, have consequences for network
analysis in general: the simplistic aggregation of the assumed network flow by a uniform
weighting of communication, as done by many network analytic methods, particularly
in centrality indices, is far from the behaviour of real-world network flows. The usage
pattern of network flows is indeed a real addition of information to the static network
representation.
The question arises whether the data of real network flows need to be considered or
whether simple simulations of the trajectories are able to capture the essential properties
of real network flows. There are basically two extreme cases of trajectory models: shortest paths and random walks (of different types). The following sections will investigate
whether shortest paths or random walks are at least approximate models for the dynamics
of real network processes.

Trajectory models: shortest paths or random walks
In the following, we investigate whether the trajectories of the chosen real-world network flows can be approximated to a satisfactory extent by the two most simple trajectory
models, shortest paths and random walks. In a sense, shortest paths and random walks
can be seen as the extreme cases of the same scale as Newman puts it for the case of
shortest path betweenness and random walk betweenness: they “are at opposite ends of
a spectrum of possibilities, one end representing information that has no idea of where
it is going and the other information that knows precisely where it is going. Some realworld situations may mimic these extremes while others, such as perhaps the small-world
experiment, fall somewhere in between” (Newman 2005). In the following, we investigate by which properties the observed flow trajectories are rather like shortest paths
and by which they are rather like random walks. We begin by considering the length
of the real flow trajectories and how much their length deviates from the length of the
shortest path.
Modeling trajectories by shortest paths

Path length For the Rush Hour games, all players start at the same node and aim at
reaching the same solution node which is why the length of the shortest path is the same
for all players. This is different for the other data sets where the length of the shortest
path is different for each passenger or player, dependent on its target node. Figure 7 shows
the lengths of the trajectories contained in the data sets. For each P ∈ P , we compare
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Fig. 7 Lengths of trajectories for the used data sets. For Wikispeedia, three outliers of length 404, 108, and
101 were removed for a better readability

its actual length |P| with d(s(P), t(P)), the length of the shortest path from the start node
of P to its target node. It can be seen that the trajectories of DB1B, representing passenger journeys, are well approximated by shortest paths. This is different for the trajectories
of the Wikispeedia game: the observed trajectories are longer than the shortest possible
path, however, on average only by 1 step (see Fig. 7a). The same comparison is done for
the London Transport data set, where the length of the trajectory is the traveltime (see
Fig. 7b). We observe that the approximation of shortest paths for the observed trajectories is satisfactory, but there is a considerable amount of trajectories which are up to 30
minutes longer than the shortest path.
For the three game instances of Rush hour, we observe that the lengths of the observed
trajectories strongly depend on the instance (cf. Fig. 7c). For the easy game A with an optimal solution of 3 moves, 37 % of the observed trajectories are of length 3, being on average
of length 5 (median 4). The observed trajectories for the two games of medium difficulty,
games B and C with an optimal solution of length 11 and 13, respectively, are poorly
approximated by shortest paths. Only 14 % (game B) and 2 % (game C) of the observed trajectories have the same length as the shortest path. Although their optimal solutions have
similar lengths (11 and 13), the observed trajectories of game B and C have very different
lengths: for game B, they are on average of length 15 (median 14) while the trajectories of
game C have an average length of 26 (median 21).
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We can conclude that for transportation processes, the observed trajectories are close to
shortest paths. However, even for those processes, there is still a considerable amount of
observed trajectories which are longer than the shortest path. For the two game processes,
the observed trajectories are only poorly approximated by shortest paths. The observed
trajectories are on average 1 (for Wikispeedia) to 13 (Rush Hour Game C) longer than the
shortest path.
Modeling trajectories by random walks

Besides shortest paths, the other obvious simple trajectory model for how something
flows through the network, are simulations by random walks. We use a simulation
approach and implement agents performing random walks on the network and when
comparing their behaviour with the real-world network flow. Most random-walk based
measures do not rely on simulations, but can be computed analytically by considering the
stationary distribution of the corresponding Markov chain. For example, for an infinitely
long random walk with uniform probability of choosing a neighbor and with a probability of 1/|V | for each node v that the random walk starts in v, the probability distribution
of where the random walker is, converges to a stationary distribution. The stationary distribution can be expressed by a function dependent on the degree of a node, therefore,
simulating this kind of random walk will simply yield node usage values proportional
to the nodes’ degrees (Masuda et al. 2017). However, the previous sections showed that
the real-world network flow does not show a uniform weighting of communication, this
observation needs to be taken into account when modeling trajectories as random walks.
Therefore, it is not clear whether the stationary distribution is the same when the sourcetarget frequencies of the real-world network flow is taken into account. It is a possible
explanation that a high observed node usage is simply due to the high number of trajectories starting or ending in this node. This is why we use a simulation approach and tie each
random walk to a real trajectory contained in P by respecting its start node and its length.
Tieing a random walk to a real trajectory allows to compare the node usage and graph
coverage of real and random walks because the start nodes and the “outreach potential” is
equal for real and random walks. The generated random trajectories can be seen as nullmodel for the real trajectories: the source node distribution and their outreach potential is
fixed to the real trajectories, but the kind of how the entities move through the network is
replaced by random choices. This allows to separate two different aspects: (i) from where
does flow occur, and (ii) how does it move through the network? The generated trajectories can be seen as null-model for the empiric trajectories: their source-distribution is
the same, but while the empiric trajectories are assumed to be formed according to some
knowledge, the random trajectories are created by a random exploration of the network.
Given a real trajectory, represented by a walk Q in graph G, the basic procedure for a
random walk is the following: An agent starts at s(Q), chooses a neighbor of the current
node, moves to the chosen node, and repeats this procedure until a stopping criterion is
reached. The following variants are implemented

Neighbor choice Two different variants of neighbor choices were implemented:
Uniform neighbor choice (UNC) The simplest method of choosing the next node
where the agent moves to is choosing uniformly at random from the set of all
neighbors of the current node (uniform neighbor choice, UNC).
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Backwards-restricted neighbor choice (BWR) The agent chooses uniformly at random from the set of neighbor nodes where the directly preceding node is excluded
(backwards-restricted neighbor choice, BWR).

Stopping criteria Two different stopping criteria were implemented while all are
intended to model that the random walks and observed trajectories have the same
“outreach potential”.
Path length restriction (PL) The agent moves to a neighbor node |Q| times. This yields
a walk QRAND with |Q| = |QRAND |, hence, the random agent is allowed to make as
many steps as the real one Q. This criterion is referred to as path length restriction
(PL). If the graph is weighted, the random agent is bounded by the weighted length
of Q: the random agent moves from node to node as long the agent has walked over
edges with a total sum of edge weights less than |Q|. This yields a random walk
QRAND with |QRAND | ≤ |Q|. (As long as the random agent has walked over edges
with a total weight of less than |Q|, it continues. It might then choose an edge with
an edge weight such that the sum of edge weights is exceeded. This edge is then not
added and the procedure stops.)
Line change restriction (LC) For the London transport data set where the system is
modeled as a multilayer network, we introduce the line change restriction (LC) as a
stopping criterion: the random agent is allowed to perform as many line changes as
the real trajectory |Q| contains layer changes. This stopping criterion is motivated by
the flows of passengers in Greater London using underground connections. A passenger enters a means of transportation at some point and leaves that vehicle after
a certain time. The stations at which the vehicle stops in between are of no real relevance for the passenger: the possible travel alternatives at the intermediate stops
are only of relevance if the passenger drops of the current vehicle. A random agent
with the first stopping criteria would yield a random walk with many layer changes
which would correspond to a high number of changes of means of transportation.
For this restriction, as long the allowed number of layer changes is not exceeded
yet, the agent picks uniformly at random a node from the set of all possible neighbor nodes in all layers. If the picked node can be reached within the current layer,
this connection is chosen and the number of layer changes does not increase. Otherwise the layer is changed. If the node cannot be reached within the current layer,
but in more than one layer, the new layer is chosen randomly. When the agent has
performed the maximum number of allowed layer changes, it stops.

Graph coverage Is the set of covered nodes by the real network flow due to the process
properties or is the real network flow constrained by the network structure such that a
random network flow will cover the same set of nodes?
We therefore implement several variants of random agents exploring the graph as
described in the previous paragraph and compare the graph coverage of the observed trajectories with the coverage by the random agents. Note that the number of agents, their
start nodes and their path lengths are fixed by the observed trajectories.
We repeat the coverage experiment with increasing number of paths, as described in
“Why network flows need to be considered” section with the following addition: when a
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Algorithm 1: Procedure of computing the coverage values by the observed trajectories, shortest paths, and random walks.
Data: graph G = (V , E), set of walks P in G
for 500 times do
Initialization:
Sequence of coverage values by observed trajectories: C = ()
Sequence of coverage values by shortest paths: Csp = ()
Sequence of coverage values by random walks: Crand = ()
P = ∅
PRAND = ∅
PSP = ∅
while P  = ∅ do
draw (and remove) Q from P
add Q to P 
compute coverage by P  and append it to C
compute shortest path from s(Q) to t(Q), add this shortest path to PSP
compute coverage by PSP and append it to Csp
perform random walk: start a random agent in s(Q), agent moves randomly to
one of the neighbors of current nodes (restricted by neighbor choice
mechanism), until stopping criterion is reached.
add random walk to PRAND
compute coverage by PRAND and append it to Crand
end
save C, Csp and Crand
reset P to initially given set of walks
end

(real) trajectory Q from P is drawn, the shortest path SP(Q) from s(Q) to t(Q) is computed
and added to an initially empty set PSP , and a random walk tied to Q is performed and
added to an initially empty set PRAND . In every iteration, the coverage by the shortest
paths PSP and the coverage by the random walks PRAND is computed. This procedure is
repeated N = 500 times and the average, minimum and maximum coverage values over
all N iterations is computed. The procedure is sketched in Algorithm 1.
Figure 8 shows the graph coverage with increasing number of observed trajectories,
shortest paths and random walks. We find that the coverage by observed trajectories and
shortest paths coincide perfectly for the DB1B data set, approaching a coverage value of
almost 90 %. At the same time, the coverage of the random paths reaches a coverage close
to 100 %. Note that the complete set of observed trajectories of DB1B covers the whole
graph, while the sampled subset (although containing more than 80000 trajectories) does
not. Since the subset of trajectories was sampled proportionally to their frequency (a
trajectory which occurs more often in P has a higher probability to be sampled than a trajectory which is contained less often), this implies that there is a subset of airports which
are served occasionally by flights, but much less often than the majority of airports. For
Wikispeedia, observed trajectories, random walks and shortest paths yield approximately
the same coverage. This is surprising because we saw that the observed trajectories of this
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Fig. 8 Coverage of the networks by observed trajectories, shortest paths, and random walks. The solid line
represents the mean coverage value over the N = 500 iterations, the dashed lines the minimal and maximal
coverage values over the 500 iterations

data set are not shortest paths, but longer than the shortest path by on average only one
step. They are hence neither shortest paths nor random paths, but still show the same
pattern of coverage.
For London Transport, the coverage of the different types of walks shows a similar
behaviour and reaches a saturation close to 100 % very fast. It is, although close to each
other, interesting that the set of shortest paths and the set of random walks restricted by
line changes, exhibit a faster coverage than the sets of observed trajectories and random
walks restricted by path length.
For the Rush Hour data sets, the shortest paths only cover a small subset of the graph.
This, however, is not surprising because in this data set, there is only one start and a few
target nodes for all observed trajectories. We find that the random walks and observed
trajectories cover nearly the same number of nodes for game C, but not for games A and
B. For game A, the random walks cover more nodes (and almost the complete graph), for
game B, the observed trajectories cover more nodes than the random walks. This is due
to the graph size of several thousands of nodes a smaller percentage than for game A.
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Fig. 9 Cumulative node usage distribution of real and random trajectories. The random walks implement a
uniform neighbor choice (UNC) or a backwards-restricted neighbor choice (BWR), their length is restricted by
the length (PL) or, if applicable, by the weight (PW) of the corresponding real trajectory

Node usage We compare the node usage distribution of the real-world process to the
one by the random walks. Figure 9 shows the cumulative distribution of the node usage
of the real-world process trajectories and the (average) node usage of the random walks.
Figure 10 shows for each node its real usage and its usage by the random walks: for this
purpose, the nodes are plotted on the x-axis, ordered by their usage by the observed trajectories, and each node’s usage by the observed trajectories and the random walks is
plotted by one point.
We can make several observations:
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Fig. 10 Node usage. Each point represents one node and its node usage (by random walks or observed
trajectories), ordered by the node usage by observed trajectories

(i)

(i)

For the transportation data sets and for Wikispeedia, the node usage by the real
and random walks show a high correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient
between 0.81 and 0.87). On the same time, the node usage distributions are
different: the cumulative node usage is somehow flattened for the random walks,
i.e., the nodes used most often by the observed trajectories are also used most often
by the random walks (which are actually the same set of nodes for both types of
walks, see Fig. 10), but the absolute node usage value is smaller for the random
walks than for the real walks. On the other side of the scale, the effect is opposite:
the smallest values for the node usage by the random walks are not as small as the
smallest values for the node usage by the observed trajectories. In other words, the
node usage by the observed trajectories is more extreme: highly visited nodes are
used very often, less visited nodes are used very rarely.
For Rush Hour, the correlation of the real and random node usage is lower
(Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.77 (game A), 0.64 (game B), and 0.36 (game
C)). We still observe the effect that the highly used nodes have a higher node usage
for the observed trajectories than for the random walks, at least for game A and C.

Node pair usage The same observation can be made when considering the node pair
usage of the random walks. Since the generation of the random walks are tied to the
set of observed trajectories, the start node distribution will be the same as for the
observed trajectories, the source-target-distribution however is different. Figure 11 shows
the cumulative distribution of the node pair usage of the random walks with uniform
neighbor choice. Also here, we observe that although the random walks were tied to the
observed trajectories, the most demanded node pair by the observed trajectories is more
demanded than the most demanded node pair by the random walks. On the same time,
the least demanded node pairs by the observed trajectories are less demanded by the least
demanded node pairs by the random walks.
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Fig. 11 Cumulative distribution of source-target-frequency of the random walks (left, with UNC and PL
restriction) and observed trajectories (right)

Effect on network measures

The previous sections showed that the network flow contained in real-world data sets is
not uniform in the sense that all nodes and all node pairs are used equally often. In order
to distinguish whether the found usage pattern of the real-world network flow is due to its
source-target-distribution or is due to the type of taken trajectories, the previous section
introduced a simulation based on random walks. Also when fixing the source distribution
and the outreach potential of the random walks to the observed ones from the data sets,
different usage patterns are found.
Those usage pattern of the real-world network flows and their corresponding random walks are not as expected by some network measures, particularly by several
centrality indices. In this section, we consider whether the violation of their assumptions has an impact on the measures’ results. Therefore, for the network of each data
set, we compute several standard network measures, the nodes’ degree, their closeness centrality, their betweenness centrality and their PageRank centrality (Page et al.
1999) and compare the standard centrality measures to its empiric equivalent, i.e.,
to the node usage by real trajectories and by the random walks as introduced in
“Modeling trajectories by random walks” section. The node usage by the random and real
trajectories can be seen as a kind of empiric betweenness since it represents the number
of trajectories a node is contained in.
We compute the Spearman correlation coefficient of each standard network measure
to the node usage by random and real trajectories (see Table 4).
We observe that the nodes’ empiric importance, measured by node usage, shows a high
correlation to all chosen network measures only for the DB1B data set. Here, all correlation coefficients are above 0.85. For the remaining data sets, the correlations of the nodes’
empiric importance are smaller, for the Rush Hour games, the correlation coefficients are
even negative for some cases. Interestingly, the correlations of each network measure are
approximately equal whether compared to the node usage by real trajectories or whether
compared to the node usage by random walks. Furthermore, it can be observed that
the correlation coefficients do not show a large variation among the different standard
measures–for one data set, the correlation coefficients are similar for each measure.
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Table 4 Spearman correlation coefficients of classic network measures (node degree, closeness,
betweenness, and PageRank centrality) to the actual node usage by real-world trajectories (left part
of the table) and to the node usage by random trajectories (as introduced in “Modeling trajectories
by random walks” section. Starred values indicate a p-value of < 0.05
Node usage by real trajectories

Node usage by random walks

Data set

Degree

Closeness

Betw

Pagerank

Degree

Closeness

Betw

Pagerank

DB1B

0.96∗

0.94∗

0.89∗

0.93∗

0.97∗

0.97∗

0.87∗

0.91∗

LT

0.50∗

0.51∗

0.54∗

0.54∗

0.45∗

0.47∗

0.50∗

0.50∗

Wiki

0.71∗

0.77∗

0.72∗

0.83∗

0.79∗

0.89∗

0.77∗

0.96∗

RH A

0.007

0.15∗

0.36∗

0.16∗

0.10

0.16∗

0.39∗

0.19∗

RH B

-0.15∗

-0.29∗

0.03∗

0.01

-0.22∗

-0.45∗

-0.05∗

0.02

RH C

-0.21∗

-0.12∗

0.29∗

0.01

-0.10∗

-0.33∗

0.038

-0.02

Although the data set DB1B shows the highest correlation between empiric importance
and importance measured by standard centrality measures, this data set contains an illustrative example why standard centrality measures sometimes fail in quantifying a node’s
importance: The node representing the airport Anchorage in Alaska is rated as one the
most central nodes by the standard betweenness centrality. When measuring its importance by the actual number of passengers, its importance drops considerably (its node
usage by real trajectories is about 5 % of the node usage of the most used airport, being
the 52nd most used airport in the data set). In this case, it has an impact that the assumption of equal amount of communication between each pair of nodes is violated: when
only considering the static network structure, the node Anchorage is a gateway between
the airports in the contiguous United States and the airports in Alaska. Hence, Anchorage is on all shortest paths between the airports in the contiguous United States and the
airports in Alaska, yielding a high betweenness value for Anchorage. However, most of
these source-target pairs are only used rarely or not at all by the real-world network flow,
which is why the high importance of the node Anchorage is not supported by the empiric
betweenness.

Discussion and limitations
The results presented in the previous sections showed that real-world processes use
the network in a different way than the implicit process model used for the computation of standard network measures, such as centrality measures: there are a few nodes
and node pairs between which a large proportion of the real flow takes place, while
there is almost no flow between most node pairs. This holds for all considered process data from different contexts. When fixing the number of process entities and start
node distribution, an agent-based simulation based on several random walk strategies
leads to different node usage and node pair usage distributions. On the same time, the
network coverage behaviour shows similar characteristics for real and random walks.
Additionally, the usage of the nodes by real and random walks show a high correlation
for three of the four data sets. We furthermore demonstrated that this actually does
have an effect on network measures, demonstrated for standard centrality measures in
“Effect on network measures” section.
Those results have relevance for network analysis in general because it shows that
real-world processes show different characteristics than predicted by the simple process
models implicitly contained in network measures. There are, however, several caveats
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in the interpretation of the results. The validity of the results depends on the quality of
the used data sets. The data sets used in this work were collected under different circumstances and with different objectives. The passenger journeys of DB1B and London
Transportation were collected and provided by the official governmental authorities for
transportation. While the flight data seems to be a representative sample of all flight tickets, the travel data of the London transportation system does only contain the journeys
of passengers using a special electronic ticket system. According to information by the
authority Transport of London, in 2012, 80 % of all journeys was done by using this ticket
system (Transport for London 2012). It is not clear whether journeys contained in the
available data set are representative for the process of people traveling in London. The
influence of the data collection method can be seen on the example of the Wikispeedia
data set. The game logs were collected via a publicly available web site where a player
could either choose a pair of nodes as source and target for the game or a pair of nodes
was randomly chosen and assigned to the player. However, for a certain experiment (West
and Leskovec 2012a), there are four node pairs which were suggested with an increased
frequency. Hence, any analysis considering the frequency of source-target-pairs of the
observed trajectories have very limited relevance since it is not clear by which methode
the given source and target node were chosen.
Furthermore, we expect an impact of decisions in data preprocessing, such as construction of the trajectories, filtering out of trajectories, etc. on the results of the analysis. Since
the results of a network analytic project are sensitive to decisions taken when constructing the network, similar effects can be expected when analyzing process data. Therefore, a
robustness analysis investigating the potential impact of modeling decision on the results
would be needed.
Despite the named limitations, we are still convinced that the results are relevant for the
network science community and argue for the importance of a process-driven network
analysis. We showed that the characteristics of real-world network flows strongly deviate
from the characteristics of their simplistic model contained in network measures. This is
the case for all considered real-world network flows. Any network analytic project should
include the question of which network process is of interest for the research question.
Decisions in constructing the network representation and the choice of network analytic
methods need to be evaluated with respect to the process of interest.

Conclusion
A network representation is a useful representation of a system if indirect effects are of
interest (Brandes et al. 2013). The presence of indirect effects can often be explained by
something flowing through the network–what is also called a network process. Not only
the representation as network itself, but also many network analytic methods assume the
presence of a network process, for example all distance-based measures or most centrality
measures (Borgatti 2005). We argue that a meaningful network analysis needs to account
for the process of interest: the network representation cannot be chosen independently
from the process of interest, and also the set of applicable network methods is restricted
by the process of interest (Borgatti 2005; Dorn et al. 2012; Zweig 2016; Butts 2009). We
call this approach process-driven network analysis. In order to demonstrate the relevance
of this approach, we collected data sets of real-world transfer processes and first show that
they do not suggest a uniform weighting of communication. In a second step, we compare
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the usage of the network by the real-world process to the usage of the most simple process models, i.e., shortest paths and random walks. We observe that–although the simple
models show similar behaviour to the real process with respect to some properties–they
are different with respect to others.
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